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Biofilm formation
• Biofilms are colonies of bacteria that grow on surfaces
• Sticky polymers bind the colony together, making bacteria resistant to
stresses, such as mechanical forces and antibiotics
• Biofilms are responsible for the majority of hospital acquired infections
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Understanding how biofilms form is necessary for developing strategies to prevent their growth, which is
an important approach in tackling the global health threat of antimicrobial resistance

How do bacteria select a
site for biofilm formation?

What controls the motion at How does the motion affect
colonisation strategy?
the surface?

Outline of the hydrodynamic model:

Use Stokes flow to relate forces and torques to velocities on each component of the bacterium
•
•
•
•
•

Cell body modelled as cylinder → use results calculated for drag on rotating cylinder near a surface
Flagellum modelled as rigid helix → use resistive force theory for helix near surface
Pili modelled as a rod → use resistive force theory for filament near surface
Flagellar hook acts as torsional spring between body and flagellum
Flagellar motor exerts torque between body and flagellum
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Apply Newton’s 3rd law on each component and surface constraint on the body to solve for angular positions

Key results obtained from hydrodynamic modelling
Vibrio cholerae selects landing site using two
swimming modes controlled by flagella and pili:
• Observations show roaming (explore other parts
of the surface) or orbiting (circle around a small
patch of surface)
• Model shows that interaction between pili and
surface controls whether cells roam or orbit

Bacteria spin on the surface with dynamics that
depend on physical properties:
• Bacteria spin during temporary attachments
• Spinning dynamics depend on body shape,
point of attachment, flexibility of connection
between the flagellum and motor, and torque
exerted by the motor.
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Selection of model trajectories of V. cholerae for different physical
parameters. Coloured dots represents a snapshot of the position of
each end of the cell body.

Temporary attachment and detachment gives different colonisation strategies:
• Pili activity affects spin angles and detachment rates
• Hydrodynamic force away from the surface varies with spin angle
• P. aeruginosa strain with high pili activity has higher rates of detachment than a
strain without pili activity
• Higher rates of detachment lead to slow colonisation initially, followed by rapid
colonisation by cells that are primed for attachment from prior exposure
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